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About oneVue Alerting

The OneVue alerting framework offers robust functionality to ensure the right person knows what's needed at the

right time. Monitored Assets are assigned to Alert Rules. When a Monitored Asset enters an Alarm state, its assigned

Alert Rule activates an alert, sends alert notifications to notify staff, adds the alert to the Dashboard To Do list, and

creates an Alert Resolution. From an Alert Resolution staff will document the corrective actions taken to resolve a

Monitored Asset's Alarm state.

Alerting components overview

• Alert Rules

Alert Rules activate alerts when Monitored Assets enter an Alarm state. When an alert is activated, alert

notifications are sent to notify staff, an Alert Resolution is created, and the alert is added to Dashboard To Do list.

An Alert Rule is configured with the Monitored Assets being monitored, enabled Alert Types, Alert Resolution

Template, and who receives alert notifications. Configuration is based on what is being monitored and who is

responsible to take action during the alerting condition.

Alert Rules have the flexibility send alert notifications with simple or Team scheduling. Simple scheduling sends

alert notifications to users based on a 24 hour, 365 day schedule. Team scheduling allows an Alert Rule to be

assigned to a Team, which sends notifications based on the Team's shifts.

• Alert Resolution Templates

An Alert Resolution Template is a set of pre-defined response options and is added to Alert Rules. When an alert is

activated, its Alert Resolution includes the Alert Resolution Template included in the Alert Rule that generated the

alert.

• Alert Resolutions

An Alert Resolution is generated when Monitored Asset enters an Alarm state. From the Alert Resolution, staff can

acknowledge an alert and document corrective actions by selecting one or more of the pre-defined responses.

Optionally, additional comments can be added to a selected response.

If an Alert Resolution Template is not included in an Alert Rule, staff will document correction actions by selecting

State History from the Alert Resolution and add a comment to the Alarm state-change event.

• Alert notification methods

Each user sets their alert notification preferences from their User Profile. A user can set their preferences to receive

alerts in the form of an email, text (SMS), or voice message. They may select all three methods if preferred.

OneVue also provides the ability to route voice alerts to an IVR system. You will commonly use this feature when

your organization’s phone system requires that callers enter an extension number or select an option to reach a

specific person, department, or central line.

The information included in each notification method is unique. Email notifications provide the most details. Learn

more about what's included in an email, text, and voice alert notification. [7]
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NOTE
OneVue text and voice alerts are sent from phone number 608-709-7043.

OneVue email alerts are sent from support@primexonevue.com

• Missed Alarm or False Alarm alert notifications

In addition to alert notifications generated by an Alert Rule, one-time Missed Alarm or False Alarm alert

notifications are generated when a state change is not transmitted to OneVue at the time it occurred. Commonly, a

state change cannot be transmitted due to a device network connectivity issue. Learn more. [12]

Alert Rule settings overview
Alert Rules are easy to set up and manage, including adding the Monitored Assets the rule applies to, specifying the

alert types, adding who is to receive alert notifications (either by simple or Team scheduling), one-time escalation

notifications, and Alert Resolution Templates.

A Monitored Asset is required to be added to an Alert Rule to activate an alert when it enters an Alarm state. When

adding a new Monitored Asset, be sure to add it to an Alert Rule.

To add, edit, or view an Alert Rule, go to Monitoring > Alert Rules.

• Alert Types

An Alert Rule has various alert types that can be enabled or disabled. Commonly, the condition being monitored or

the Primex device type indicates the alert types enabled. By default, all alert types are enabled.

For example, if your facility and IT staff are responsible for device battery maintenance and network connection

issues, you would create an Alert Rule that only includes the unresponsive and battery alert types and add your

facility and IT staff to the Alert Go To setting.

• Who alert notifications are sent to

Within an Alert Rule, you specify who alert notifications go to. Alert notifications can be sent to your OneVue users,

Teams, or a Business Unit. You will want to add staff that are expected to take action in response to the event or

condition that resulted in the alert.

At the start time of the alert and all subsequent notifications, all users or Business Units added to the Alerts Go to

setting receive an alert notification at the same time in the method set in their alert preferences.

When an Alert Rule is set to send alerts to a Business Unit, alert notifications are sent as a voice message to the

Business Unit's phone number.

• Alert Interval

The Alert Interval time period sets how frequent alert notifications are continuously sent during an alerting

condition. If an alert is acknowledged, alert notifications resume at the time period set in the Resume Alerts After

has been reached.

As an example, an alert was activated at 1:00 PM and the Alert Interval is set to 15 minutes. An alert notification is

sent every 15 minutes. However, if the alert was acknowledged, alerts resume at this frequency once the Resume

Alert After the time period has been reached
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• Resume Alerts After

The Resume Alert After setting is a great way to ensure that an alerting condition is not forgotten or missed after an

alert is has been acknowledged.

When an alert is acknowledged, alert notifications are temporarily suspended until the time period set in the

Resume Alerts After setting has been reached.

As an example, if a user acknowledges an alert at 1:00 PM and the Resume Alerts After setting is to 1 hour, alert

notifications resume at 2:00 PM and are sent based on its Alert Interval frequency. If the alert is acknowledged

again, it will resume notifications based on its Resume Alerts After frequency.

• For Email Notifications, adds text to every alert message

Text entered is included in email notifications generated by the Alert Rule. Text or voice notifications do not include

this additional information.

As an example, add information that includes processes or specific actions that staff is required to take or

reference during an alerting condition.

• Alert escalation notifications

An Alert Rule can be configured to send one-time escalation notifications in a given order when an alerting

condition has not returned to a Normal state for a specified period of time. Escalation notifications are sent based

on start time of the alerting condition. If a user acknowledges an alert notification, the countdown to sending an

escalation notification is paused and the countdown resumes at the time alert notifications resume (Resume Alerts

Interval setting). The first escalation is sent based on the Escalate settings, and the second escalation sent is

based on the Next Escalation settings.

• Include Alert Resolution Templates

An Alert Resolution Template is a group of pre-defined corrective actions (resolutions). When a Monitored Asset

enters an Alarm State, the template is included in the Alert Resolution generated by the Alert Rule. From an Alert

Resolution, staff documents corrective actions taken to resolve the alarm condition.

Alert workflow overview
An Alert Rule automates generating alert notifications to notify staff when a Monitored Asset  is in an Alarm state.

When in an Alarm state, an alert notification is automatically activated and a notification, either in the form of an

email, text or voice message, is sent to those specified in the Alert Rule. The content of the alert notification identifies

the Monitored Asset and the condition that resulted in the Alarm state.

Be sure to download the Sense Alert Workflow guide that provides an overview of how it all works.

1. A Monitored Asset added to an Alert Rule enters an Alarm state.

2. Alert Rule activates an alert.

Alerts are sent to notify staff, an Alert Resolution is created, and the alert is added to the Dashboard To Do list.

The information included in alerts [7] varies based on the notification method.

3. Optionally, an Alert Rule can be configured to generate one-time escalation alert notifications. Escalation

notifications are activated if a Monitored Asset remains in an Alarm state for a specific time period and sent to

specific users.

4. Staff documents corrective action taken to resolve alerting condition from the alert's Alert Resolution.
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5. When the condition resulting in the alert returns to a Normal state, a one-time alert notification is sent (optional

setting) that indicates the alerting condition has returned to a Normal state. The 'return to normal' notification is

enabled by default.

Acknowledge an alert
Commonly, when staff is taking action to resolve an alert condition, you may want OneVue to stop sending alert

notifications. A user can acknowledge an alert to temporarily suspend alert notifications.

• Once acknowledged, alert notifications resume once the time period set in the Alert Rule's Resume Alert After

setting has been reached. As an example, if an alert is acknowledged at 1:00 PM and the Resume Alert After setting

is set to 1 hour, the alert notification resumes at 2:00 PM if the condition resulting in the alert continues to be in an

Alarm state.

• If an alert is not acknowledged, subsequent alert notifications are sent per the Alert Rule's Alert Interval setting,

which sets the frequency alert notifications are sent during an alerting condition.

• Acknowledging an alert also pauses the escalation notification countdown. An escalation countdown is based on

the time the first alert notification was sent. Once the alert notification resumes, the countdown timer begins where

it was paused.

• Regardless if an alert is acknowledged, all alert notifications end once the alerting condition returns to a Normal

state.

Information included in email, text, and voice alerts
Staff receives alert notifications either by email, text, or voice messages, which is determined by their alert

preferences set from their OneVue user profile. The information included in each alert notification method does vary.

Although, all methods include the Monitored Asset Name, its assigned Business Unit, and the condition resulting in

the alert. In addition, information varies based on when the alert is generated, including when a Monitored Asset first

enters an Alarm state and reminder, escalation, and return to normal notifications.

Alarm alert notifications
An alarm alert is generated when a Monitored Asset enters an Alarm state.

Email message
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NOTE
For email alerts only, an Alert Rule can be configured to include additional text. The text commonly

includes processes or specific actions that staff is required to take or reference during an alerting

condition.

Text (SMS) message

Voice message

"The temperature on refrigerator E86 in business unit Green Arrow Health Care has state alarm. Please address this

issue immediately. Select from the following acknowledgment choices. Press 1 to indicate you are currently involved

with other higher priority issues and need time to respond. Press 2 to indicate this issue has been resolved. Press 3 to

ignore and continue receiving alert messages at the scheduled interval."

Reminder alert notifications
A reminder alert is generated when a Monitored Asset remains in an Alarm state and the alert has not been

acknowledged.

Email message
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Text (SMS) message

Voice message

"The No Probe/No Readings on refrigerator E86 in business unit Green Arrow Health Care still has state alarm and has

been in an alarm state for 16 minutes including any periods of acknowledgment. Please address this issue

immediately. Select from the following the acknowledgment choices, press 1 to indicate you are currently involved

with other higher priority issues and need time to respond. Press 2 to indicate this issue has been resolved. Press 3 to

ignore and continue receiving alert messages at the scheduled interval."

Escalation alert notifications
A one-time escalation alert is generated when a Monitored Asset has not returned to a Normal state for a specified

period of time.

Email message

Text (SMS) message
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Voice message

"The No Probe/No Readings on refrigerator E86 in business unit Green Arrow Health Care still has state alarm and has

been in an alarm state for 16 minutes including any periods of acknowledgment. Please address this issue

immediately. Select from the following the acknowledgment choices, press 1 to indicate you are currently involved

with other higher priority issues and need time to respond. Press 2 to indicate this issue has been resolved. Press 3 to

ignore and continue receiving alert messages at the scheduled interval."

Return to Normal alert notifications
A return to normal alert is generated when a Monitored Asset has returned to a Normal state. This is an optional

notification that can be enabled or disabled from an Alert Rule.

Email message

Text (SMS) message

Voice message

"The temperature on refrigerator E86 in business unit Green Arrow Health Care has returned to a Normal state".
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About Alert types

An Alert Rule has several Alert Types that specify what conditions generate alerts. When a Monitored Asset enters an

Alarm state, an alert is automatically activated and alert notifications are sent.

Alert types can be enabled or disabled and are commonly enabled based on the condition or device being monitored.

By default, an Alert Rule has all alert types enabled, which OneVue only generates an alert for a condition or device

being monitored.

The section below defines the alert types based on the OneVue solution and its devices.

OneVue Sense alert types
Applies to OneVue Monitored Assets and Primex sensor devices.

• Low Battery

Applies to: All sensor models

Alert is activated when a sensor device reported a low battery level during its last check-in. Device batteries should

be replaced during this alerting condition to avoid a loss of data. All data stored in non-volatile memory is lost when

a device loses both AC and battery power.

During this condition, the Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state with a Low Battery status.

• Temperature

Applies to: Temperature Sensor, Temperature and Humidity Sensor

Alert is activated when a Monitored Asset's last received temperature reading is either above or below its Normal

Condition range and the amount of time the reading has been out of range has exceeded the time period set in its

Alarm Delay setting. If its Alarm Delay setting is set to 0 (zero) an out of range reading immediately results in the

Monitored Asset entering an Alarm state with the status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

During this condition, the Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state, with an Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay status.

• Humidity

Applies to: Temperature and Humidity Sensor

Alert is activated when a Monitored Asset's last received humidity reading is either above or below its Normal

Condition range and the amount of time the reading has been out of range has exceeded the time period set in its

Alarm Delay setting. If its Alarm Delay setting is set to 0 (zero) an out of range reading immediately results in the

Monitored Asset entering an Alarm state with the status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

During this condition, the Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state, with an Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay status.

• Differential Pressure

Applies to: Differential Pressure Sensor

Alert is activated when a Monitored Asset's last received pressure reading is above or below its minimum range and

the amount of time the reading has been out of range has exceeded the time period set in its Alarm Delay setting. If

its Alarm Delay setting is set to 0 (zero) an out of range reading immediately results in the Monitored Asset entering

an A
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During this condition, the Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state, with an Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay status.

• Unresponsive

Applies to: All sensor models

Alert is activated due to an Unresponsive status. The Unresponsive status indicates a check-in has not occurred

within the time period set in the Unresponsive Timeout. The Unresponsive Timeout is set in the profile of the sensor

gateway assigned to the Monitored Asset.

During this condition, the Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state, with an Unresponsive status.

• No Probe

Applies to: Temperature Sensor and Water Leak Sensor

Alert is activated when a sensor assigned to a Monitored Asset has detected an enabled probe or water detector is

not detected or not operating as expected.

During this condition, the Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state, with No Probe status.

• Water Leak

Applies to: Water Leak Sensor

Alert is activated when a Monitored Asset's last reading is Wet (Out of Range) and has exceeded the time period set

in its Alarm Delay setting. If its Alarm Delay setting is set to 0 (zero) an out of range reading immediately results in

the asset entering an Alarm state.

• Contact Closure

Applies to: Contact Closure Sensor

Alert is activated when a Monitored Asset's last reading is Open (Out of Range) and has exceeded the time period

set in its Alarm Delay setting. If its Alarm Delay setting is set to 0 (zero) an out of range reading immediately results

in the asset entering an Alarm state.

NOTE
Non-Alarm Alert Notifications [12]

In addition to alerts generated by an Alert Rule, one-time Missed Alarm or False Alarm alerts are

generated when a state change is not transmitted to OneVue at the time it occurred. Commonly, a

state change cannot be transmitted due to a device network connectivity issue.

About non-alarm alert notifications
In addition to alerts generated by an Alert Rule, one-time Missed Alarm or False Alarm alerts are generated when a

state change is not transmitted to OneVue at the time it occurred. Commonly, a state change cannot be transmitted

due to a device network connectivity issue.
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NOTE
Non-alarm alerts are not displayed on your Dashboard To Do list and are only sent as a one-time alert

notification.

Missed alarm alert notification
Generated when a condition that would have resulted in an Alarm state is not transmitted to your OneVue account at

the time the condition occurred.

As an example, a sampled sensor reading was out of range. Due to a network connectivity issue, the out of range

reading could not be transmitted to OneVue account at the time it occurred. The out of range reading is logged into

the Primex device's internal memory. When the out of range logged reading is transmitted to OneVue, a one-time

Missed Alarm Alert notification is generated.

False alarm alert notification
Generated when a Monitored Asset changes to a Normal state and the change is not transmitted to your OneVue

account at the time it occurred.

As an example, a Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state due to its last sensor reading was out of range. During the

Alarm state, the sensor reading returned to its normal condition and is no longer out of range. Due to a network

connectivity issue, the in-range reading could not be transmitted to OneVue at the time it occurred. During this

condition, the Monitored Asset remained in an Alarm state. When the in-range reading is transmitted to OneVue, a

one-time False Alarm Alert notification is generated.
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CreAte or edit An Alert rule

An Alert Rule activates an alert when a Monitored Asset  enters an Alarm state. When you need to receive alerts for a

monitored condition or device, an Alert Rule must be created. The Alert Rule must include the monitored condition or

devices and the users that are to receive alerts. To create or edit Alert Rules, you must be assigned to an Admin role.

If you need to temporarily stop alerts during a planned outage or for a short-term time period, you can disable an Alert

Rule. If alerts are no longer needed, an Alert Rule can be deleted. Learn how to disable or delete an alert rule.

How to create or edit an alert rule

1. Go to Monitoring > Alert Rules.

To create a new Alert Rule, from the bottom menu select + New.

To edit an Alert Rule, select the Name link of the Alert Rule.

2. Enter or update its profile settings. To view all settings, select Show Advanced Options.

Setting Definition

Rule Name Name that uniquely identifies the Alert Rule.

Notes Commonly provides additional information needed to share with system users.

What Assets/Relays/

Transmitters

This selection identifies what is included in the Alert Rule, which will vary by

solution.

• Assets: adds Monitored Assets from the OneVue Sense solution.

• Relays: adds Bell Controllers from the OneVue Notify solution.

• Transmitters: adds Sync Transmitters from the OneVue Sync and Notify solution.

Make a selection from the drop-down list and select Add to List.

Repeat this step to add additional items. The table list what's included in the Alert

Rule.

NOTE
If a Business Unit or Location is added, all items assigned to the

Business Unit or Location are included. If a Business Unit or

Location is a parent to other Business Units, all of its child

Business Units or Location assigned items are included. Adding a

Business Unit(s) can simplify managing what's included,

eliminating the need to add single items individually.
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Setting Definition

Alert Rules have the flexibility send alert notifications with simple or Team scheduling. Simple scheduling

sends alert notifications to users based on a 24 hour, 365 day schedule. Team scheduling allows an Alert

Rule to be assigned to a Team, which sends notifications based on the Team's shifts.

Alerts Go To Identifies who alerts will be sent to during an alarming condition.

By default, an Alert Rule is set to simple scheduling. Simple scheduling sends alert

notifications to users based on a 24 hour, 365 day schedule.

For simple scheduling, add the users or Business Units that are to receive alert

notifications. The list displays who alert notifications are sent to.

Team Scheduling Team scheduling allow alerts notifications to be sent to staff based on the day of

the week and time of day.

When selected, a Team is added to the Alert Rule. The list displays the Team(s)

assigned to the Alert Rule. The Team is configured with who the alerts go to.

Within a Team, a shift specifies who is to receive alert notifications based on the

day of the week and time of day. A Team can have one shift or multiple shifts. Once

a Team is created, an Alert Rule is set to Team scheduling and the Team is then

required to be added to the Alert Rule.

Advanced settings. Below settings are only viewable when Show Advanced Options is selected.

Enable Alert Rule Indicates if the Alert Rule is enabled or disabled.

When enabled, as indicated by a checkmark, alerts are generated.

Send return to

notification

Indicates if a return to normal alert notification is sent after the alerting condition

returns to a Normal state.

This provides an additional communication to the alert recipients that the

condition has been resolved.

When enabled, as indicated by a checkmark, return notifications are generated.

Alert Interval Sets the frequency alert notifications are continuously sent during the alerting

condition.

As an example, an alert was activated at 1:00 PM and the Alert Interval is set to 15

minutes. An alert notification is sent every 15 minutes. However, if the alert was

acknowledged, alerts resume at this frequency once the Resume Alert After the

time period has been reached

When an alert is acknowledged, alert notifications are temporarily suspended until

the time period set in the Resume Alerts After setting has been reached.
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Setting Definition

Resume Alerts After Period of time that alert notifications resume after the alert has been

acknowledged.

As an example, if a user acknowledges an alert at 1:00 PM and the Resume Alerts

After setting is to 1 hour, alert notifications resume at 2:00 PM and are sent based

on its Alert Interval frequency. If the alert is acknowledged again, it will resume

notifications based on its Resume Alerts After frequency.

Limit to These Types

of Alerts

An Alert Rule has various alert types that can be enabled or disabled. Commonly,

the condition being monitored or the Primex device type indicates the alert types

enabled. By default, all alert types are enabled.

By default, all alert types are enabled, which may or may not apply to the condition

you are monitoring.

Only select those alert types for the condition being monitored. For detailed

information, see topic About OneVue alerting [4].

• Low Battery: Primex device has a low battery level.

• Temperature: temperature reading is either below or above its Normal Condition.

• Humidity: humidity reading is either below or above its Normal Condition.

• Differential Pressure: differential pressure reading is not within its Normal

Condition.

• Unresponsive: device has not checked-in to OneVue within the time period set in

its Unresponsive Timeout setting.

• No Probe: temperature probe or water leak detector is either disconnected from

a sensor device or has a malfunction.

• Time Sync Failure: device failed to receive time from its time source.

• Transmitter: Transmitter has reported a hardware error status.

• Critical Error: Transmitter has never received a valid time signal and is not

transmitting time to secondary devices.

• Water Leak: water leak sensor has reported a wet reading.

• Contact Closure: contact closure sensor has reported an open reading.

For Email

Notifications, add

text to every alert

message

Text entered is added to email alert notifications. Text or voice notifications do not

include this additional information.

As an example, add information that includes processes or specific actions that

staff is required to take or reference during an alerting condition.
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Setting Definition

Include selected Alert

Resolution Templates

Setting only applies

to OneVue Sense

solution

Alert Resolution Templates are pre-defined responses included in Alert Resolutions

generated by the Alert Rule.

From the Alert Resolution, staff acknowledges the alert and documents corrective

actions by selecting the template's pre-defined responses.

Escalation Time

(simple scheduling)

An Alert Rule can be configured to send one-time escalation notifications in a

given order when an alerting condition has not returned to a Normal state for a

specified period of time. Escalation notifications are sent based on start time of

the alerting condition. If a user acknowledges an alert notification, the countdown

to sending an escalation notification is paused and the countdown resumes at the

time alert notifications resume (Resume Alerts Interval setting). The first

escalation is sent based on the Escalate settings, and the second escalation sent

is based on the Next Escalation settings.

Escalate To

(simple Scheduling)

Who is to receive the one-time alert escalation notification. It's recommended to

send to a user(s) that is not recipient of the alert notification (Alerts Go To).

Next Escalation Time

(simple scheduling)

When a second one-time escalation notification is generated if the alerting

condition continues to be in an Alarm state.

Escalate To Next

(simple scheduling)

Who is to receive the second one-time escalation alert notification.

3. Select Save.
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CreAte And edit Alert resolution templAtes

Alert Resolution Templates are pre-defined responses assigned to Alert Rules. When a Monitored Asset enters an

Alarm state, its assigned Alert Rule activates an alert, sends alert notifications to notify staff, adds the alert to the

Dashboard To Do list, and creates an Alert Resolution. From the Alert Resolution, staff can acknowledge the alert and

document corrective actions taken to resolve the alarm condition by selecting one or more of the pre-defined

responses.

• You must be assigned to an Admin Role to create or edit an Alert Resolution Template.

• Alert Resolution Templates can be assigned to one or many Alert Rules.

• An Alert Resolution Template can have one to many resolutions. The number of resolutions is not limited.

• Editing or removing a resolution from a template does not change resolutions logged by users. Logged resolutions

cannot be changed and are stored in a Monitored Asset's Event History.

How to create or edit an alert resolution template

1. Go to Monitoring > Alert Resolution Templates.

To create a new template: from the bottom menu select + New.

To edit a template: select the Alert Resolution Name link. Its profile is displayed.

2. Enter or update its settings.

• Resolution Name

Unique name of the resolution template and displayed in an Alert Rule. Allows up to a maximum of 25

characters.

• Notes

For information purposes and commonly provides information needed to share with system users.
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3. From the Responses section, edit, remove, or add the resolutions available. A minimum of one resolution is

required.

To edit an existing resolution: select Edit.

To remove a resolution: select Remove.

To add a new resolution: enter the two settings below and select Add. Continue to add additional resolutions as

needed.

• Description

Enter a descriptive name of the resolution. Allows up to a maximum of 250 characters. The description is

displayed as a selection from an Alert Resolution.

• User Input

If comments are required when a user logs their resolution, select the checkbox. If not selected, a user can

optionally enter additional comments.

4. Select Save.
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CreAte, updAte, And delete teAms

A Team in OneVue represents a group of users that receive alert notifications based on their work schedule. Teams

allow notifications to be sent to staff based on the day of the week and time of day.

Within a Team, a shift specifies who is to receive alert notifications based on the day of the week and time of day. A

Team can have one shift or multiple shifts. Once a Team is created, an Alert Rule is set to Team scheduling and the

Team is then required to be added to the Alert Rule.

NOTE
If an active alert spans across more than one shift, OneVue automatically send alert notifications to

those specified in the current shift. As an example, if an alert was activated during shift 1 and the alert

remains active during shift 2, subsequent alert notifications will be sent to those specified in shift 2.

View teams

1. Go to Monitoring > Teams. The list of Teams is displayed.

2. To view a Team's settings, select the Name link of the Team.

Create a team

1. Go to Monitoring > Teams.

2. Select + New.

3. Enter its settings.

Setting Definition

Team Name Name that uniquely identifies the Team.

Notes Commonly provides additional information needed to share with system users.

Add Another Shift When selected, adds a shift to the Team. A Team can have more than one shift.

A shift represents who alerts notifications are sent to based on a specific days of the

week and a daily start and end time.

Shift Name Name that identifies the shift.

Alerts Go To Who the alert notifications are to be sent to during the shift. Alerts can be sent to

users or Business Units.
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Setting Definition

From & To The shift's days of the weeks.

From is the day of the week the shift begins and To is the day of the week the shift

ends.

Daily Start & End

Time

The shift's time period.

Start time is the hour the shift begins and End time is the hour the shift ends.

Escalation Time An Alert Rule can be configured to send one-time escalation notifications in a given

order when an alerting condition has not returned to a Normal state for a specified

period of time. Escalation notifications are sent based on start time of the alerting

condition. If a user acknowledges an alert notification, the countdown to sending an

escalation notification is paused and the countdown resumes at the time alert

notifications resume (Resume Alerts Interval setting). The first escalation is sent

based on the Escalate settings, and the second escalation sent is based on the Next

Escalation settings.

Escalate To Who is to receive the one-time alert escalation notification. It's recommended to send

to a user(s) that is not recipient of the alert notification (Alerts Go To).

Next Escalation

Time

When a second one-time escalation notification is generated if the alerting condition

continues to be in an Alarm state.

Escalate To Next Who is to receive the second one-time escalation alert notification.

4. Add Another Shift(s) as required.

5. Select Save.

The Team can now be assigned to an Alert Rule.

Delete a team
Deleting a Team also removes it from any Alert Rule it has been added to. If the Team is assigned to an Alert Rule, it's

critical to update the Alert Rule's scheduling/who alerts go to.

1. Go to Monitoring > Teams.

2. From the list, select the Name link of the Team. Its profile is displayed.

3. From the bottom menu, select Delete Team.

4. Select Yes to delete the Team.

If the Team was assigned to an Alert Rule, be sure to update the Alert Rule's scheduling/who alerts go to [14].
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route VoiCe Alerts through An iVr system

OneVue provides the ability to route voice alert notifications to an IVR system. You will commonly use this feature

when your organization’s phone system requires that callers enter an extension number or select an option to reach a

specific person, department, or central line.

IVR, short for Interactive Voice Response, is a phone system technology that allows a caller to choose options from a

menu. Generally an IVR presents a message and then provides a list of menu options to the caller. The caller then

makes selections by touching a phone key or by speaking into the phone.

Your organization’s IVR system may have a simple or complex menu to reach intended recipients. You will need to

work with your organization’s IVR administrator to determine what’s needed to configure the OneVue Dialer Suffix

setting.

NOTE
OneVue text and voice alerts are sent from phone number 608-709-7043.

Dialer Suffix IVR voice alert configuration
Routing voice alerts to an IVR system is configured through the Dialer Suffix setting in a User Profile or Business Unit.

Configuration is specific to your organization’s IVR system menu options. The IVR menu will commonly require the

entry of a number, or pattern of numbers, pause, and a number in order to connect to the appropriate person,

department, or central line.

When configured for a user, commonly the user does not have a direct line and the IVR requires a caller to enter a

phone extension. The same may apply to a Business Unit, the menu options presented by the IVR are commonly by

department.

User Profile or Business Unit Dialer Suffix setting specifications
Allows up to a maximum of 12 numbers/characters. The specific numbers and characters allowed are listed below.

• Numbers: 0 through 9

• Comma: ,

• Period: .

• Number sign/pound key: #

• Asterisk/star: *

• w (letter): when w is included, there is a 0.5 second pause.
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Examples: Route voice alert notifications to Business Unit or User
Example Business Unit: Pharmacy department (Business Unit) requires all voice alert notifications are sent to the

Pharmacy’s on-call central line.

From the Alert Rule, the Alert Go To setting must include the Pharmacy Business Unit.

Main hospital phone number is (314) 555-1212.

IVR Menu: Press 2 for the Pharmacy Department, the next menu option is press 3 to reach our on-call central line.

Example of the Pharmacy Business Unit settings below.

Example User: Joe Smith, Facility Manager, is required to receive voice alerts to his work phone number.

Joe’s Alert Preferences must be set to voice.

Main phone number: (314) 555-1212

Joe’s extension: 2134IVR Menu: Press 1 to reach a staff member, the next menu option is enter 4 digit phone

extension.

Example of Joe's User Profile settings below.
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teChniCAl support

You may require technical support when you have questions about product features, installation and configuration, or

troubleshooting. Support services are delivered in accordance with your organization's support agreement, end-user

license agreements, and warranties, either with a Primex Certified Sales and Service Partner or directly with Primex.

Support through Primex Certified Sales and Service Partners

Ensuring our customers experience excellent service is of utmost importance to Primex. Our network of Certified

Sales and Service Partners offers technical support services for Primex products.

If you have purchased Primex products or have a service agreement with a Primex Partner, they are your primary

contact for all Technical Support inquires.

When contacting Technical Support

Make sure you have satisfied the system requirements specified in the product documentation. Also be at the

computer or device on which the problem occurred, in case it's necessary to replicate the problem.

Please have the following information available:

• Customer ID/Account Name

• Problem description/error messages

• Device hardware information

• Troubleshooting performed

Primex Technical Support

Hours: 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM CT, Monday through Friday

Phone: 1-262-729-4860

Email: service@primexinc.com

Web: www.primexinc.com/support
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